A role for proteoglycans in the guidance of a subset of pioneer axons in cultured embryos of the cockroach.
Several molecules involved in the development of the nervous system have specific binding sites for the glycosaminoglycan (GAG) side chains of proteoglycans. Exogenous GAGs should bind to these sites, competitively inhibit interactions with proteoglycans, and perturb development. GAGs added to the culture medium perturb the in situ growth of pioneer axons in cultured cockroach embryos by producing axon defasciculation and growth in incorrect directions. The specificity of this phenomenon is evident from the following observations: Of all the GAGs tested only heparin and heparan sulfate produced perturbation; of the six axon tracts being pioneered during the culture period only two of them are perturbed by the GAGs; and similar perturbations are produced when embryos are cultured in the presence of heparinase II and heparitinase.